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INTRODUCTION

This essay offers a modest proposal that modifies several police
and court search and seizure procedures. The proposal has five main
points. First, a police probable cause search without a warrant should
not be found as constitutionally reasonable if a probable cause seizure
is a feasible alternative. In short, seizure should precede search. Sec-
ond, when a seizure has occurred, any subsequent search should be
pursuant to a judicial warrant. For the warrant system to have signif-
icance, it must be upgraded so that real judicial scrutiny is applied to
any police request to search. Third, the Fourth Amendment right of
privacy should be revitalized.' Fourth, the exclusionary rule should
be viewed as a remedy for a violation of a constitutional right not as a
deterrent for police excesses. Fifth, police searches based on "incident
to arrest," "frisk of a vehicle," "inventory," and "administrative author-
ity" should be narrowed in scope. The reasons for this suggested revi-
sion are the following obvious ones: it enhances personal privacy,
protecting individuals from unsupervised, intrusive governmental
searches, and it simplifies police decision-making while at the same
time protecting the public from crime by preserving the police's power
to act in exigent situations.

WHY

The modern rule is that -a judicial warrant was and still is the
preferred authority for a police search. Only in exceptional circum-
stances may police search with probable cause but without a warrant.
Reality, of course, is a different story. The exceptions overwhelm the
rule. 2 To assert that knowledgeable and imaginative police officers in
any given situation ought to be able to think of a reason that will vali-
date their warrantless search, or, at a minimum, allow evidence seized
to be used in some constructive way is no overstatement. This reality
does not say much for the constitutional interest protected by the

t Professor of Law, University of Houston Law Center.
1. Throughout this essay, the word "right" and its plural are used to discuss the

Fourth Amendment. For simplicity, I also refer to the right as a "right of privacy,"
although the nature of the right is not that simple. The nature of the right includes
aspects of property, security, and liberty.

2. See California v. Acevedo, 500 U.S. 565, 582 (1991) (Scalia, J., concurring) (cit-
ing Craig M. Bradley, Two Models of the Fourth Amendment, 83 MICH. L. REV: 1468,
1472-74 (1985)).
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Fourth Amendment. Where officers are less than knowledgeable or
imaginative, the rule and its exceptions present a formidable array of
options that cloud their ability to make a sensible decision.3 Also, be-
cause the police are naturally oriented toward the detection of crime
and criminals, their decision-making, even when executed with knowl-
edge and in perfect good faith, cannot help but reflect this perspective.
This hurts the individual's privacy interests and the police's decisional
process. In short, the current law is unsatisfactory for both the indi-
vidual who has an important constitutional privacy interest and the
police who are saddled with a difficult public responsibility. A quest
for change is easily justified. The language of the Fourth Amendment
allows for movement toward either less reliance on a search warrant
or more reliance on a search warrant.4 The United States Supreme
Court seems inclined to go one way; 5 this proposal argues the other
way.

THE PROPOSAL AND CURRENT LAW

My basic proposal is that when the police have probable cause to
search but not a warrant, they should seize rather than search the
object of their attention whether the object is a residence, container, or

3. Anyone who has recently taught or taken a law course on police decision-mak-
ing knows the difficulty that both the teacher and students have in understanding the
distinctions. One generally cannot expect police to be able to make ideal decisions given
their limited education and training and given the fact that the decisions must be made
on the spur of the moment and in the heat of battle.

4. See U.S. CONST. amend. IV. The Fourth Amendment provides:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers and

effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and
no Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affir-
mation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or
things to be seized.

Id.
Although the Fourth Amendment clearly states that all searches must be reason-

able, it is not clear to what extent a warrant or probable cause is required. One reading
would restrict the probable cause requirement to those instances when a warrant was
sought. This reading is based on the fact that the Constitution's draftsmen were con-
cerned with a misuse of the process of issuing general warrants and writs. Where a
warrant is not sought, only reasonableness is required. See Akhil Reed Amar, The Bill
of Rights as a Constitution, 100 YALE L.J. 1131, 1179 (1991). This is not the traditional
Supreme Court approach. The general view is that all reasonable searches must be
supported by a warrant and probable cause except in exigencies and in situations where
the warrant and probable cause duo does not fit such as in the "stop and question"
context.

5. The Supreme Court can reduce Fourth Amendment protection in the following
three ways: (1) restricting the meaning of privacy; (2) restricting the meaning of search;
or (3) broadening the meaning of reasonableness. The Court recently has used all three
avenues.
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automobile. 6 The police then should obtain a judicial warrant author-
izing a search and delimiting its scope, unless an exception allows an
immediate search. Probable cause seizure power enables the police to
protect society and the judicial search warrant protects the individ-
ual's Fourth Amendment rights. This proposal is only a little novel.
The proposal considers the current law as it relates to each of the
three major search categories (residences, containers, and
automobiles), saving the most difficult for last.

RESIDENCES

The United States Supreme Court has been steadfast in its pro-
tection of the residence. A search warrant is usually required for en-
try.7 Even where the police are armed with both probable cause and
plain view, they cannot enter.8 If a warrant is required, what are the
police to do in the meantime? The answer for a long time was unclear.

One Supreme Court clarification has been to allow a seizure of the
house pending the issuance of a warrant.9 An easy scenario would
include an outside seizure where occupiers on the inside do not know
of it and non-occupiers on the outside are prevented from entering.
This approach preserves the status quo with minimum intrusion,
although fact variations can make the outside seizure very intru-
sive.10 The Court has gone further, however, and has validated an
inside seizure. In Segura v. United States,1 the Court permitted the

6. Two important categories of search and seizure are omitted in this essay, the
person and the business establishment. The person under current law is already sub-
ject to warrantless seizure with probable cause, and where arrested (seized) is subject to
warrantless search as an incident to arrest. It is unfeasible to hold an arrestee pending
issuance of a warrant to search his body. The business establishment, although because
it is subject to government regulation it is sometimes the object of a valid administra-
tive search, has many privacy aspects deserving the protections advanced in this essay.
I have deliberately omitted any discussion of business issues in order to keep within the
confines of this essay.

7. As the United States Supreme Court has stated, "[iun terms that apply equally
to seizures of property and to seizures of persons, the Fourth Amendment has drawn a
firm line at the entrance to the house. Absent exigent circumstances, that threshold
may not reasonably be crossed without a warrant." Payton v. New York, 445 U.S. 573,
590 (1980).

8. Entry is allowed where consent is given, where police enter a suspect's resi-
dence to make an arrest and have an "arrest" warrant and reason to believe that the
suspect is within, and where an exigency exists. However, a search incident to an arrest
will not allow entry and exigency is narrowly construed.

9. A telephone warrant is authorized by the federal rules. FED. R. CRIM. P.
41(c)(2). Although a cumbersome procedure, it does allow the police to get a warrant
without leaving the search scene. In a dissent, Justice Stevens alluded to its availabil-
ity. California v. Carney, 471 U.S. 386, 404 n.16 (1985) (Stevens, J., dissenting).

10. A seizure that prevents occupiers from leaving or entering their premises can
be an enormous inconvenience.

11. 468 U.S. 796 (1984).
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police to illegally enter residential premises, illegally remove the in-
habitants, and then occupy the premises for nineteen hours while a
search warrant based on a valid, independent source was obtained. 12

Neither the illegal entry, the illegal arrests, nor the long wait tainted
the seizure to the extent of invalidating the subsequent search and
seizure.

Compared to containers and automobiles, the seizure of a house is
the easiest situation. Unlike the other two situations, the house is not
going anywhere. In another sense, the seizure of a house is the most
intrusive situation. The privacy interest is at its highest. Further-
more, many persons may live or visit a house and thus share the pri-
vacy. In addition, the house is the repository of many smaller
containers and privacy interests. 13 In short, multiple privacy inter-
ests abound. Under a Segura seizure, the residence is off-limits to
everyone but the police who are free to roam, pry, or search without
any supervision or guidance. Thus, seizure of a residence is no small
matter. Nevertheless, it seems a better solution than an authorized
police search because privacy interests remain legally, and one may
hope, factually, intact and police decision-making is simplified. 14

This is not to say the Segura inside seizure is to be applauded. On
the contrary, securing the premises from the outside after removing
occupants from within is a preferred alternative.1 5 The point is sim-
ply that the Court has already validated the residence seizure without
a warrant and if properly applied this technique holds promise.

CONTAINERS

Container law has been clearer, longer. Container law is the
same as the law of the residence. Generally, a seizure based on prob-
able cause is permitted, but a search is not. When the police have
probable cause concerning the contents of a container, they may seize
and take the container to the station and then seek a warrant to
search it. A container does not implicate multiple privacy interests
because of its relative smaller size and its frequent use as a single

12. Segura v. United States, 468 U.S. 796, 798-801 (1984).
13. At some point, sharing can change the nature of the interest from private to

public, but merely because more than one person has an interest does not vitiate or
reduce the interest. It is unclear exactly when this transformation occurs.

14. Of course, privacy interests are not legally intact when the system permits, as
it currently does, illegally acquired evidence to be used in a variety of ways other than
during the case-in-chief.

15, A common problem is the "unexpected" or "innocent" person who is present at a
search location. See Segura, 468 U.S. at 796-816; Ybarra v. Illinois, 444 U.S. 85, 90-92
(1979). Familiar situations are the house party where some but perhaps not all are
using marijuana, and the automobile driver arrest when the car contains several pas-
sengers. The Supreme Court has not addressed these issues.
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purpose package. The container, unless it is transparent, 16 does pro-
tect privacy concerns and its portability makes it convenient for the
police to relocate the container to a safe place pending the police ob-
taining a warrant to search.

AUTOMOBILES

The norm for warrantless police action concerning both residences
and containers is seizure, not search. The automobile is the problem.
The Supreme Court has treated this category as one giant exception
because no warrant is required. Even worse, the Court has used the
car as a medium for reaching both the residence and the container,
sometimes turning them into car-like objects that may be searched
without a warrant. Clearly, if this proposal were implemented, the
law of the car would need to be revised. Can this be done easily? I
think so. Nothing in the facts or the law of the automobile search
make unacceptable or unrealistic a switch from a warrantless search
approach to a warrantless seizure one. A reconsideration of Carroll v.
United States17 and Chambers v. Maroney,I8 the two basic car cases,
will support this proposition.

In Carroll, the facts easily supported prompt police action. After
all, the car was on a roll. The reasonableness of the action in Carroll
was and is debatable. Several federal prohibition agents spotted sus-
pects traveling in an automobile on a highway in northern Michigan.
A few months earlier, the agents had tried to buy three cases of whis-
key from the suspects but the deal fell through. The agents knew
their suspects well enough to call them the "Carroll boys." 19 However,
as the dissent in Carroll pointed out, no evidence showed that the sus-
pects committed any crime by merely driving along a public high-
way. 20 Factually, the agents had several options. First, they could
have done nothing. Second, they could have tried "close surveillance,"
that is, attempt to ripen their suspicions by following the suspects.2 1

Third, they could have simply stopped the car, ending its mobility.
But what then? Today the agents armed with reasonable suspicion

16. According to the Court, some opaque containers are in effect transparent be-
cause their shape proclaims their contents. United States v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798, 814
n.19 (1982). This conclusion is not easy to accept. Some late members of the under-
world would testify, if only they had the chance, that a violin case does not always carry
a violin. Identifying contents by the shape of their container is not unlike judging per-
sons by the cut of their clothing.

17. 267 U.S. 132 (1925).
18. 399 U.S. 42 (1970).
19. Carroll v. United States, 267 U.S. 132, 160 (1925).
20. Carroll, 267 U.S. at 174 (McReynolds, J., dissenting).
21. Presumably then and now a valid practice even without any suspicion.
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could have stopped the car and questioned the suspects.2 2 Today a
frisk of both the suspects and the car cabin would have been possible if
appropriate, reasonable fear was present. 23 This was not the law in
the 1920s.

Fourth, the agents could have stopped the car, arrested the sus-
pects on probable cause that they were transporting intoxicating li-
quor, and searched incident to the arrest. If the agents in Carroll had
probable cause to stop and search the car, they obviously had probable
cause to arrest the suspects because the agents' belief toward the car
derived from their belief toward the suspects in the car. They had no
suspicion of the car qua car. Although the facts support the conclusion
that Carroll involved an arrest followed by a search incident to it, as
the dissent argued,24 the majority opinion did not use this analysis.25

If the majority would have justified the search as incident to an arrest,
the opinion would have raised at least two issues: first, the transport-
ing offense was a misdemeanor and arguably not committed in the
presence of the officers. This may have made the arrest illegal.26 If
the arrest was illegal, the search incident to it was also illegal.
Although not discussed by either the majority or dissent, the facts also
raised a second problem concerning the scope of a car search incident
to arrest. Could the cabin of the car be searched when the suspects
were asked to leave the cabin and were under arrest outside the car
when the search was conducted? Could the seat back of the rumble
seat be searched? Could the search include tearing the upholstery?
The answers are unclear. The scope of a search incident to arrest
made in either a building or an automobile was in flux in the 1920s, as
it arguably still is. 27

Fifth, the agents, assuming probable cause, could have stopped
the car and searched it. The agents did this in Carroll and the major-
ity held the agents' action constitutional. The Court gave two reasons
for its conclusion. The Court first noted that historically a distinction
had been drawn between searching structures, a process that required
a warrant, and searching vehicles, a process that did not require a

22. It was not until the early 1970s that the Court validated a forcible stop short of
an arrest. See Adams v. Williams, 407 U.S. 143, 149 (1972).

23. Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 30 (1968) (validating the person frisk); Michigan v.
Long, 463 U.S. 1032, 1035 (1983) (approving the car cabin frisk).

24. Carroll, 267 U.S. at 170-71 (McReynolds, J., dissenting).
25. Id. at 158. The majority acknowledged the doctrine but viewed the search to be

independent of the arrest.
26. Carroll, 267 U.S. at 164-69.
27. The majority offered in dicta that: "When a man is legally arrested for an of-

fense, whatever is found upon his person or in his control which it is unlawful for him to
have and which may be used to prove the offense may be seized." Carroll, 267 U.S. at
158 (emphasis added). The phrase "in his control" is ambiguous. Does it mean, for ex-
ample, "actual, physical control," "constructive control," or "legal control?"

[Vol. 28
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warrant. The Court also noted that because of a vehicle's mobility, an
on-the-spot, warrantless search was reasonable.

Sixth, and finally, the agents, again assuming probable cause,
could have stopped the car and seized it. The police then could have
taken it to a safe and convenient place, obtained a warrant, and
searched.

For purposes of this essay, the significance of Carroll is what it
says about options number five and six. Stated differently, how strong
an authority is Carroll for option number five, the search, given the
alternative option, number six, the seizure? Neither history nor mo-
bility convincingly supports a 1920 car search given a viable alterna-
tive. Several observations are pertinent to the Court's reliance on
history: (1) travel by private vehicle was less common in rural Eng-
land than in the industrial United States;28 (2) older authorities that
supported warrantless vehicular searches were limited to either mari-
time or customs fact situations;29 and (3) police searches of private
vehicles traveling domestically were simply not a legal issue in Eng-
land. After all, police departments did not come into existence until
the mid-nineteenth century. 30 Furthermore, even if history is rele-
vant, the difference between the mid-nineteenth and the 1920s and
the mid-nineteenth century and now is a difference in kind. Although
history has a place in modern analysis, rarely is it definitive. 31 Nor
should history be definitive in solving modem problems because the
past is often "another country."32

History aside, mobility is a concern. A warrantless police search,
however, is not necessary to neutralize it. A seizure does the job as

28. Whenever history is invoked, the question arises as to which time in the past is
contemplated? The Court is not precise, but it seems appropriate to select, for current
purposes, the end of the 18th century, 1787 or 1789, as the relevant past. Although
1760 may be designated the beginning of the industrial revolution in England, the coun-
try did not change from rural to industrial until much later. At the time, travel by foot
or horse was still common. A search would be more a search of person or container than
vehicle.

29. Searching vessels on the seas (high or otherwise) or vehicles crossing the bor-
der raise issues that are distinguishable from searching private vehicles traveling
domestically.

30. This fact may explain why the search and seizure problem at the time the Con-
stitution was drafted related to warrant searches, the general warrant, and the writ of
assistance. The problem of the warrantless police search may have developed later
when police and their searches became more common.

31. The Supreme Court has on a few occasions actually relied on history for its
decision. Marsh v. Chambers, 463 U.S. 783 (1983); United States v. Watson, 423 U.S.
411 (1976); Walz v. Tax Comm'n, 397 U.S. 664 (1970). Usually, the Court uses history
as background for understanding the present or as makeweight to support its decision.

32. RICHARD WHITE, "IT's YOUR MISFORTUNE AND NONE OF My OwN": A HISTORY OF
THE AMERICAN WEST 616 (1991). White stated that "[a]ny lessons the past teaches are
those about processes and change; we cannot derive uniformly valid rules about our
present situation from the past." Id.
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efficiently and is less intrusive. Once a car is seized, it is not going
anywhere. A revised Carroll can be maintained as authority for
prompt warrantless police action while simultaneously limited to au-
thorizing seizures, but not searches.

In Chambers, the Court's decision in Carroll was stretched be-
yond recognition.3 3 The police warrantless search of the automobile
took place at the police station after the police arrested the suspects in
their car and took them and the car to the station. The Court vali-
dated the search as a Carroll exception. Because the police had prob-
able cause to search the car at the time of arrest and Carroll was
clearly applicable, a later search at the station was also permissible.
Justice White, writing for the majority, acknowledged that an automo-
bile is not always subject to the Carroll exception and seizure often
satisfies the mobility risk. Nevertheless, the Court concluded that a
prompt, warrantless search at the station was no more intrusive than
a seizure to be followed by a future warranted search. As the Court
phrased it: "For constitutional purposes, we see no difference between
on the one hand seizing and holding a car before presenting the prob-
able cause issue to a magistrate and on the other hand carrying out an
immediate search without a warrant."3 4 Justice Harlan, in a lone dis-
sent, thought that a warrantless search was more intrusive than a
warrantless seizure followed by a later search pursuant to a war-
rant.35 Justice Harlan pointed out that if people want an immediate
search rather than await the issuance of a warrant, they only need to
say so by authorizing a consent search.

Both the result and the seven to one vote in Chambers are odd.
Why did the Court extend an exception rooted in history and mobility
to a situation where neither was present? Also, why was the exten-
sion done so easily (only one dissenter, Justice Harlan)? Seven mem-
bers of the Court, including three liberals, supported the extension. 36

Inexplicable? No, not if the explanation suggested below is correct or
close to it. The case was decided on June 22, 1970. Although Justice
Blackmun had joined the eight sitting Justices, he did not participate
in two related cases handed down that day: Chambers and Vale v.
Louisiana.37

Superficially, Vale had no connection with Chambers because it
involved a residence, not a car.38 The police came upon Vale engaging

33. Chambers v. Maroney, 399 U.S. 42, 42-54 (1970).
34. Id. at 42.
35. 399 U.S. at 61-63 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
36. The three liberals were Justices Brennan, Douglas, and Marshall.
37. 399 U.S. 30 (1970); see Vale v. Louisiana, 399 U.S. 30 (1970); Chambers, 399

U.S. at 42.
38. See Vale, 399 U.S. at 32-33.
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in what appeared to be a typical drug sale in front of his house. When
the police made their presence known, Vale ran for his front door but
was arrested before he could enter. The police then entered the house
and found drugs that were later used at the trial leading to Vale's
conviction. The issue concerned whether the police could enter Vale's
house to conduct a search. The Court, in an opinion by Justice Stew-
art, held that the entry was unconstitutional.

The vote was five to three. Justice Black explained in his dissent
why the majority's approach was flawed.3 9 Justice Black argued that
on the facts, the officers' action was eminently reasonable. The of-
ficers saw Vale leave his house, talk to someone in a car, return to the
house, and then return to the car. Shortly after the arrest, Vale's wife
returned home. According to Justice Black, the police knew that the
house was the source of the drugs, and with the arrival of the wife, the
drugs would disappear before a search warrant could be obtained.
Although an immediate search made sense, the majority ruled that
the police should not have entered. Neither a search incident to arrest
nor an exception based on exigency sufficed. The house was preserved
as a haven safe from a warrantless police search.

The dilemma presented to the Justices by both Chambers and
Vale was the fear that both cases would end up in a four to four tie.
Therefore, the Court's decision in Vale would not serve as precedent,
and the decision of the court immediately below would stand, thereby
allowing the Louisiana Supreme Court's decision that the house
search was constitutional to remain alive.40 To prevent this result, I
suspect that Justices Brennan, Douglas, and Marshall reached an ac-
commodation with the two swing Justices, Justice Stewart and espe-
cially Justice White, to the effect that if the two would vote to save the
house in Vale, the three would vote to "throw away the car" in Cham-
bers. And so it came to be. In Vale, the vote was five to three; in
Chambers, the vote was seven to one. The decision in Chambers, sup-
ported by seven votes, appears to be a "strong car exception" case
when really it is not, and the dissent of one appears weaker than it is
- a solo that ordinarily would have been a quartet.

If the above analysis is correct, then neither Carroll nor Cham-
bers solidly supports the car exception to the search warrant require-
ment based on history and mobility. Perhaps in recognition of this
fact, the Court has found another basis for the car exception. The
Court's strongest expression is found in South Dakota v. Opperman41

39. Id. at 36-41 (Black, J., dissenting).
40. Neil v. Biggers, 409 U.S. 188, 191-92 (1972) (discussing the effects and prece-

dential weight of an equally divided court).
41. 428 U.S. 364 (1976).
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and California v. Carney,42 two opinions written by Chief Justice
Burger.

In Opperman, the Court stated that "[a]utomobiles, unlike homes,
are subjected to pervasive and continuing governmental regulations
and controls, including periodic inspection and licensing require-
ments."43 The Court noted that "[t]he expectation of privacy as to
automobiles is further diminished by the obviously public nature of
automobile travel."44 The Court stated that "[i]n the interests of pub-
lic safety and as part of what the Court has called 'community care-
taking functions, automobiles are frequently taken into police
custody."45 From these observations, the Court concluded that
"[b]esides the element of mobility, less rigorous warrant requirements
govern because the expectation of privacy with respect to one's auto-
mobile is significantly less than that relating to one's home or office."46

Unsurprisingly, neither former Chief Justice Burger nor other
opinion writers on the Court have cited empirical data to support their
conclusion that there is a "lesser expectation of privacy" in an automo-
bile. My own anecdotal data, which theoretically is better than no
data at all, is to the contrary.47 Furthermore, per Katz v. United
States,48 if what is said in a public telephone booth is a privacy inter-
est protected from a police warrantless search are not my spoken
words delivered in my private automobile similarly protected? Sup-
pose my words are written and are sitting quietly in the glove com-
partment, in the trunk, or on the back seat of the cabin covered with a
blanket, is my privacy interest reduced? How can this be? 49 A look at
the Court's analysis may be instructive.

"Pervasive governmental regulation" is perhaps the most impor-
tant of the Court's new reasons now articulated for its special treat-
ment of the car. But regulations concerning minimum vehicle
standards, car licensing, periodic inspections, and police stops because

42. 471 U.S. 386 (1985).
43. South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364, 368 (1976).
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. Id. at 367.
47. I have talked to a few people about it and, more importantly, I personally have

a strong interest in privacy in my car. I have tinted glass and I frequently keep items
on the car seat covered. What is unreasonable about this? Of course, anecdotal evi-
dence, especially of the limited type just mentioned, is unreliable and useless, but I will
take it over nothing.

48. 389 U.S. 347 (1967).
49. One answer is that notwithstanding Katz, the Court in some cases has re-

turned to a pre-Katz analysis of determining Fourth Amendment rights by reference to
the place rather than the person's expectation of privacy. This would mean that a car,
regardless of one's expectations, is not protected by the Amendment. The Court used
this type of analysis in the "open fields" case. Oliver v. United States, 466 U.S. 170,
176-84 (1984).
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of expired permits, faulty mufflers, or dead light bulbs all are safety
measures which do not address privacy of the cabin, trunk, glove com-
partment, or portable containers. The Court's reliance on safety to re-
duce privacy within the car seems totally misplaced. Safety concerns
are irrelevant.

A second ground that there is an "obviously public nature ... [to]
automobile travel" seems to focus on the fact that where a car goes is
not protected.5 0 However, this theory is true of the person as well.
Where I walk in public, trying to get "lost in a crowd" or seeking ano-
nymity among the masses, is not an aspect of privacy. 5 ' Nevertheless,
my body and my effects are protected. This argument, like the first, is
beside the point.

The third ground relates to the "community caretaking" functions
by the police that allow for impoundment and inventory searches.
Although these two powers permit the police to seize and search, the
powers remain limited powers applicable to a limited, non-police en-
forcement context. The two powers are silent about one's privacy right
in a car in the broader context where caretaking is irrelevant but law
enforcement is relevant.

The Court's new justification for the car search is not supported
by much analytic rigor. The two major discussions in Opperman and
Carney and the lesser references in other cases are classic ipse dixit.

THE RESIDENCE AS AUTOMOBILE

Even worse than the car exception itself is how the exception has
been used as a foot in the front door of the residence. In Carney, the
Court faced the issue of the constitutionality of a warrantless police
search of a motor home based on probable cause.5 2 Armed with
"abundant" probable cause, the police arrested the owner of a Dodge
Mini Motor Home as he stepped out from its doorway.5 3 At the time,
the vehicle was parked in a lot in downtown San Diego, California.
The police entered the vehicle and found marijuana. Although several
grounds supporting the search were used in the lower state courts, the
California Supreme Court focused on the Carroll exception and found
it inapplicable. The California Supreme Court concluded that "mobil-
ity is no longer the prime justification for the automobile exception"
but rather it is the reduced expectation of privacy that is the major

50. Opperman, 428 U.S. at 368 (1976).
51. I think such privacy in public should be protected from police "close surveil-

lance" unless the police have some degree of suspicion that justifies intentional spying.
52. Carney, 471 U.S. at 394-95.
53. Id. at 395.
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basis for the exception. 5 4 The United States Supreme Court noted
that the California Supreme Court held that "[t]he expectations of pri-
vacy in a motor home are more like those in a dwelling than in an
automobile because the primary function of motor homes is not to
provide transportation but to 'provide the occupant with living
quarters.' -s The Supreme Court reversed.

Chief Justice Burger's majority opinion spends several pages dis-
cussing the two grounds for the car exception: mobility and reduced
expectation of privacy. Then, after conceding that "it is true that re-
spondent's vehicle possessed some, if not many of the attributes of a
home,"5 6 the majority opinion places the vehicle within the car excep-
tion because of its mobility and regulatory features.5 7 The Court's
analysis treated all vehicles the same by relying on its earlier ap-
proach of treating all containers as equals. 58 In effect, the Court rea-
soned that because an unworthy brown bag is no less a container than
a worthy briefcase, a worthy motor home is no more a vehicle than an
unworthy used car. The analogy is flawed because a motor home is
not merely a quality, or a more worthy, vehicle. A motor home is a
different kind of vehicle. The Court recognized this point when it em-
phasized that its equation between motor home and car assumed that
the motor home "is not being used as a residence"59 and "the vehicle
was so situated that an objective observer would conclude that it was
being used not as a residence, but as a vehicle."6 0

Aside from the casual reference to "attributes of a home," the
Court completely omitted a discussion of the residential aspects of a
motor home. Before the Court concluded that a motor home was a car,
one would think that it would have given equal time to the fact that a
motor home may be a residence. For example, the number of motor
homes is over 400,000;61 a large number of them are used as full-time
residences and even more as part-time abodes. 62 It would be interest-
ing to determine how many motor homes are parked overnight or for
other occasional purposes in public places as their occupants travel

54. People v. Carney, 668 P.2d 807, 811 (Cal. 1983), cert. granted, 465 U.S. 1098
(1984), rev'd, 471 U.S. 386 (1985).

55. Carney, 471 U.S. at 389.
56. Id. at 393.
57. "History" is not used as a basis for the Court's conclusion.
58. United States v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798, 822 (1982) (treating containers as equals).
59. Carney, 471 U.S. at 394.
60. Id. at 393.
61. U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS, STATISTIcAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES 605

(1990).
62. In many situations, a traveler's "residence" is fully protected although it may

be a temporary accommodation such as a motel room. There is no constitutional re-
quirement of permanence, exclusivity, or elaborateness.
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around the country.63 Nor did the court allude to the possibility of
treating the motor home as both a residence and a car. This conclu-
sion could have led to a modified Carroll test, one giving some signifi-
cance to the residence interest.64

The Court in Carney makes another troubling observation. The
Court stated that "to fail to apply the exception to vehicles such as a
motor home ignores the fact that a motor home lends itself easily to
use as an instrument of illicit drug traffic and other illegal activi-
ties."65 Because the drug traffic into and within the United States is
so widespread and innovative, every person, container, house, busi-
ness, and vehicle are lent to the drug trade. One hopes that the
Court's observation is not a prelude to the broader idea that because
drug and related crimes are so harmful to society, constitutional pri-
vacy rights beyond the car may also have to be eliminated or diluted.

THE CONTAINER AS AUTOMOBILE

As goes the residence, so goes the container. In California v.
Acevedo, 66 the Court reexamined the law concerning police searches of
closed containers found in automobiles. 67 Because they had probable
cause to believe that a brown paper bag which the suspect had placed
in the trunk of a car contained marijuana, the police in Acevedo
stopped the suspect, opened the trunk and bag, and discovered mari-
juana. The California Court of Appeal declared the search of the bag
to be unconstitutional pursuant to United States v. Chadwick,68 a
Supreme Court case which contained similar facts in that the police
had probable cause concerning the container but not the car. 69 The
Court in Chadwick held that the proper approach was to seize the
container but not to search it without a warrant. The result was sim-
ply an application of the general container law. However, in Acevedo,
the Court scrapped Chadwick and replaced it with United States v.
Ross.70

In Ross, the Court held that when the police have probable cause
concerning a car, they could search the entire car including portable
containers. 71 In Acevedo, Justice Antonin Scalia observed a double

63. There are, as one might expect, no empirical data on this point.
64. Of course, if the suggested proposal of this essay were adopted, police armed

with probable cause but no warrant could only seize the motor home whether viewed as
an automobile or a residence or some of both.

65. Carney, 471 U.S. at 393-94.
66. 500 U.S. 565 (1991).
67. California v. Acevedo, 500 U.S. 565, 569-81 (1991).
68. 433 U.S. 1 (1977).
69. United States v. Chadwick, 433 U.S. 1, 3 (1977).
70. 456 U.S. 798 (1982).
71. United States v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798, 825 (1982).
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anomaly. 72 Justice Scalia noted that, on the one hand, the majority's
position meant that a brown bag carried along the street could be
seized but not searched; however, the same bag carried in a car could
be seized and searched, assuming in both instances that the police
have probable cause but no warrant. On the other hand, the prior
law, favored by the dissent, meant that a brown bag found during a
valid automobile search could be searched but the same bag found in a
car could not be searched if the bag, not the car, was the valid object of
police concern.

The Court's decision was narrow. The decision applied only to
containers in the car context and every reason given for the result is
based on the car setting. However, the case was foreboding. If a
container can be searched when in a car, why not when outside a car?
Justice Scalia's concurrence expressly states the lurking future:
"[T]he search of a closed container . . . is not one of those searches
whose Fourth Amendment reasonableness depends upon a war-
rant."73 The analysis suggested in this essay disagrees with the ma-
jority, the dissent, and with Justice Scalia's concurrence. The
container should be treated the same whether in or out of a car. The
container would be subject to seizure only when the police have prob-
able cause, but no warrant. A search would require a warrant.

IMPLEMENTATION

Although the proposal suggested here is not very novel and ex-
isting law is not so ingrained as to preclude the proposal's implemen-
tation, three major obstacles block any effective change: (1) the
warrant issuance system; (2) the United States Supreme Court's ap-
proach to Fourth Amendment rights and remedies; and (3) the current
exceptions to the warrant requirement.

WARRANT ISSUANCE SYSTEM

The obvious assumption of the proposal is that a warrantless
seizure by the police is a temporary, expedient act based on police-
biased probable cause designed to freeze the status quo, and that the
meaningful decision to search is to be made by an impartial, knowl-
edgeable decision-maker such as a magistrate, justice of the peace,
judge, or comparable judicial officer. The assumption should not be

72. Acevedo, 500 U.S. at 583-84 (Scalia, J., concurring).
73. Id. at 584-85 (Scalia, J., concurring). Justice Scalia qualifies his statement so

that it does not apply when the container is in a "privately owned building" and there is
probable cause to believe that the container holds contraband and, in addition, the
container does in fact hold contraband. Id.
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that if the police have probable cause to seize, the magistrate has
probable cause to authorize a search.7 4

The difficulty with the current magistrate system including the
Supreme Court's response to the system is that warrants are often
perfunctorily obtained. 75 Several reasons exist for this result: (1) the
quality of magistrates and their decisions; (2) the meaning of probable
cause; (3) the judicial review standard; (4) the availability of magis-
trates; and (5) the Supreme Court's perceived attitude concerning the
importance of Fourth Amendment rights. Discussing the first three
together, few would argue that the quality of state and local magis-
trates is at a consistently desirable level. The record is spotty.
Although some states require their magistrates to be lawyers and for a
number of years,76 other states do not require any legal training or
experience,7 7 and some require only a high school education. 78 The
Supreme Court has acknowledged this state of affairs in Illinois v.
Gates79 and United States v. Leon.80 The Court on more than one oc-
casion has articulated its view that a magistrate's determination of
probable cause is to be accorded "great deference."8 ' In Gates, the
Court apparently contradicted itself by presenting several reasons
why such a determination should not be given respect.8 2

The Court's prime concern in Gates was whether the Aguilar-
Spinelli two-pronged test, used for determining when an anonymous
informer's affidavit could be relied upon by a magistrate in finding
probable cause, should be maintained given the criticism that the test

74. In California v. Acevedo, the Court stated that "[s]ince the police, by hypothe-
sis, have probable cause to seize the property, we can assume that a warrant will be
routinely forthcoming in the overwhelming majority of cases." Acevedo, 500 U.S. at 575
(quoting Arkansas v. Sanders, 442 U.S. 753, 770 (1979) (Blackmun, J., dissenting)).

75. One analyst finds this conclusion so obvious that a reference to authority is
unnecessary, stating that "[blecause the warrant requirement is largely a sham any-
way, a detailed historical justification for doing away with it hardly seems necessary."
Craig M. Bradley, Two Models of the Fourth Amendment, 83 MICH. L. REv. 1468, 1486
(1985).

76. In Texas, for example, qualifications for magistrate are determined on a county
basis. In Dallas County, to be appointed a magistrate, a person must be a state resident
and a licensed Texas lawyer for four years. TEx. GoV'T CODE ANN. § 54.302 (West 1988).

77. The Michigan statute merely provides that "[m]agistrates shall be registered
electors in the county in which they are appointed." MICH. COMP. LAws ANN. § 600.8507
(West 1987).

78. N.C. GEN. STAT. § 7A-171.2 (1989).
79. 462 U.S. 213 (1983).
80. 468 U.S. 897 (1984). See Abraham S. Goldstein, The Search Warrant, the Mag-

istrate, and Judicial Review, 62 N.Y.U. L. REv. 1173, 1173-1217 (1987) (analyzing the
magistrate process).

81. See Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. 410, 419 (1969); United States v. Ven-
tresca, 380 U.S. 102, 108-09 (1965).

82. Illinois v. Gates, 462 U.S. 213, 230-41 (1983).
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was too complex for both police and magistrates.8 3 The Court agreed
with the critics and substituted a general "totality of circumstances"
test for the specific two-pronged analysis. The Court explained that
"search and arrest warrants have long been issued by persons who are
neither lawyers nor judges, and who certainly do not remain abreast
of each judicial refinement of the nature of 'probable cause.' "84 Basi-
cally, the Court lowered the standard of the Constitution to the level
of the decision-maker instead of the other way around. In this regard,
recall that one reason Congress gutted the federal commission system
and established federal magistrates was because many of the commis-
sioners were not lawyers and could not effectively handle constitu-
tional issues.85 Congress upgraded the decision-makers to meet the
Constitution.

In Gates, the Court acknowledged and accepted another facet of
current magistrate practice by noting the "often hurried context in
which... [the probable cause standard] must be applied."86 In other
words, for the hasty magistrate process to work, the "'built-in subtle-
ties'" of the specific, two-pronged test had to give way to the general
totality test.8 7

In addition to blinking at the questionable quality of person and
process, the Court in Gates lowered or softened the meaning of "prob-
able cause." Although the standard never had and never will have a
precise meaning and prompted synonyms including "more likely than
not,"88 and "substantial probability,"8 9 it is unlikely that the list in-
cluded the Court's new phrase, "fair probability."90 Admittedly, the
Court did not define the phrase or expressly state that it was a re-
duced standard, but the phrase both facially, and in the context of the

83. The Aguilar-Spinelli two-pronged test was derived from two cases in the 1960s,
Aguilar v. Texas and Spinelli v. United States. See Aguilar v. Texas, 378 U.S. 108
(1964); Spinelli v. United States, 393 U.S. 410 (1969).

84. Gates, 462 U.S. at 235.
85. TPO, Inc. v. McMillen, 460 F.2d 348, 351 (1972) (discussing the history of why

Congress changed the federal commission system). The Court stated that "almost one-
third of them were not lawyers." Id. The federal statute provides that no person may
serve as a magistrate unless "[h]e has been for at least five years a member in good
standing of the bar of the highest court of a State." 28 U.S.C. § 631(b)(1) (Supp. 1993).
Other qualifications also apply. See id.

86. Gates, 462 U.S. at 236.
87. Id. (citations omitted).
88. See Wayne R. LaFave, "Street Encounters" and the Constitution: Terry, Sibron,

Peters and Beyond, 67 MICH. L. REV. 40, 73-75 (1968).
89. "For [a] search, there must be a substantial probability that certain items are

the fruits, instrumentalities or evidence of crime and that these items are presently to
be found at a certain place." YALE KAMIsAR, WAYNE R. LAFAVE, & JEROLD H. ISRAEL,
MODERN CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 191 (7th ed. 1990).

90. No case or secondary authority attributes the phrase to any source but Gates.
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Court's opinion, clearly seems to be a watered version of probable
cause.

9 1

The crown on the new structure that allows an ignorant magis-
trate, operating in haste, to find a fair probability is the Court's reluc-
tance to impose a meaningful judicial review on the magistrate's
decision. As previously noted, the Court repeated its admonition that
reviewing courts should pay "great deference" to decisions of magis-
trates.9 2 Elaborating on this idea, the Court stated: "And the duty of
a reviewing court is simply to ensure that the magistrate had a 'sub-
stantial basis for... conclud[ing]' that probable cause [that is, that a
"fair probability"] existed."93 The Court's decision in Leon, decided
one year after Gates, contributes to its approach of reducing judicial
review. In Leon, the court held that the exclusionary rule rooted in
deterrence was designed to control police and was not designed to ap-
ply to probable cause decisions by magistrates. Thus, even if a magis-
trate fails to have a "substantial basis" for finding a "fair probability,"
the evidence seized pursuant to a warrant is nevertheless admissible,
provided the police are operating in "objective good faith."94 Although
certain actions by police in the search warrant process remain subject
to judicial attack, magistrates are virtually free of judicial
management.

An interesting and important question not addressed expressly by
the Court in either Gates or Leon is what role the hearing on a motion
to suppress plays in a probable cause inquiry where a magistrate has
issued a warrant. In a non-warrant situation, by comparison, where
the police officer makes the probable cause decision, the hearing is the
first time a magistrate considers probable cause. The inquiry is de
novo and no "great deference" is accorded the police decision. Even
where a warrant has been issued, at the hearing the suspect may chal-
lenge police conduct which goes to "good faith." Some examples are
whether the police officer lied or was reckless concerning the truth of
the facts presented in the affidavit.9 5 Suspects may even question
magistrates on peripheral matters such as whether the magistrates
went beyond their official duties as impartial decision-makers and be-

91. The Court states that "[the task of the issuing magistrate is simply to make a
practical, common-sense decision whether, given all the circumstances set forth in the
affidavit before him .... there is a fair probability that contraband or evidence or a
crime will be found in a particular place." Gates, 462 U.S. at 238. The context also
supports the conclusion in the text. See id. at 235-38.

92. See Spinelli, 393 U.S. at 419; Ventresca, 380 U.S. at 108-09.
93. Gates, 462 U.S. at 238-39 (quoting Jones v. United States, 362 U.S. 257, 271

(1960)).
94. United State v. Leon, 468 U.S. 897, 920 (1984).
95. Id. at 923.
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came advocates 96 or did not get to those duties because they failed to
read the affidavit.97

However, on the core question of probable cause, what is there to
challenge? Given that the "great deference" standard is applied to an
ex parte decision by magistrates and given that even if they are wrong
and no "fair probability" exists, the evidence found is admissible, the
adversarial opportunity for suspects comes too late and is too timid to
be of any real use.98 This reasoning assumes that at the hearing on
the motion, the decision made is a "review" and thus the review stan-
dard of "substantial basis" is applicable. Presumably, the review stan-
dard of "substantial basis" does apply because otherwise the review by
appellate courts would be of a de novo decision made at the hearing
rather than of an ex parte decision made by the magistrate. The Court
did not envision this approach.

The fourth reason for perfunctory warrants is the paucity of mag-
istrates. With limited resource availability, it is unrealistic to expect
magistrates to scrutinize affidavits and supporting evidence with care.
Whether more resources should be made available leads to the fifth
reason for easy warrants: the sense that the Fourth Amendment right
of privacy is not important enough to be seriously protected. Of
course, Supreme Court opinions do not admit this, 99 but a quick com-
parison between Fourth and First Amendment procedural protections
reveals that the Fourth Amendment is not in the same league as the
First Amendment. For example, even a low-level speech issue, such
as whether a publication is obscene or near obscene, is given great
protection. A magistrate's ex parte decision to seize publications as
obscene must be followed quickly by a de novo review of the evidence

96. Id.
97. Id. at 914.
98. The Court leaves room for some attack. Id. The magistrate must have infor-

mation before him to meet the "substantial basis" requirement. Id. A "bare bones" affi-
davit is not enough. Id. The Court explained that "[e]ven if the warrant application
was supported by more than a "bare bones" affidavit, a reviewing court may properly
conclude that, notwithstanding the deference that magistrates deserve, the warrant
was invalid because the magistrate's probable-cause determination reflected an im-
proper analysis of the totality of the circumstances." Id. at 915.

99. On the contrary, pronouncements often go the other way. The Fourth Amend-
ment right of privacy has been called a "sacred right." Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S.
616, 630 (1886). Justice Brandeis called it "the most comprehensive of rights and the
right most valued by civilized men." Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 478
(1928) (Brandeis, J., dissenting). More recently, it has been stated that Fourth Amend-
ment rights "are not mere second-class rights but belong in the catalog of indispensable
freedoms." Brinegar v. United States, 338 U.S. 160, 180 (1949) (Jackson, J., dissenting).
Most recently, in the 1980s, the Court's majority is significantly silent on the impor-
tance of Fourth Amendment rights. See Florida v. Riley, 488 U.S. 445 (1989); California
v. Ciraolo, 476 U.S. 207 (1986).
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at an adversary proceeding. 10 0 Apparently, the Court's concern with
marginal First Amendment rights is much greater than its concern
with core Fourth Amendment rights. If Fourth Amendment privacy
were to be elevated in value, then the search warrant issuance system
should be elevated also. A variety of upgrades are possible. I will sug-
gest a few.

The Court could simply follow the wisdom of Congress by requir-
ing magistrates to be trained and experienced in the law. If in a typi-
cal adversary proceeding law persons, either as decision-makers or
advisors, I 0 ' are considered imperative, at an ex parte proceeding their
presence is even more imperative because the absence of aggrieved
parties and their lawyers means law persons must represent the in-
terests of the absent participants. 0 2 Similarly, no justification exists
for accepting a decision made ignorantly and in haste. Also, the mean-
ing of probable cause should be rethought. Just as it was possible to
take an amorphous phrase and weaken it, so too is it possible to
strengthen it. For example, read in "substantial probability." A re-
consideration of the scope of a search pursuant to a warrant should
also be completed. Residences, businesses, and vehicles are often
many and distinct faceted structures and should not be treated as a
single entity.10 3 A change in the magistrate's hearing could be made,
following the procedures in First Amendment cases, from an ex parte
hearing to an adversarial one. Similarly, the hearing on the motion to
suppress and appellate review should be accorded greater
significance.

100. The Court phrased the rule as the following:
If such a seizure is pursuant to a warrant, issued after a determination of prob-
able cause by a neutral magistrate, and, following the seizure, a prompt judi-
cial determination of the obscenity issue in an adversary proceeding is
available at the request of any interested party, the seizure is constitutionally
permissible.

Heller v. New York, 413 U.S. 483, 492 (1973). Heller involved a "copy of ... [a] film
[that] was temporarily detained in order to preserve it as evidence." Id. at 490.

101. When a jury decides, whether grand or petit, there is a legal advisor at work,
whether prosecutor or judge.

102. Of all the procedures of due process, the nature of the decision-maker is the
most important. Such matters as charge, notice, lawyer, witnesses, cross-examination,
open hearing, and the like do not matter if the decision-maker is incompetent, biased, or
both.

103. When police have probable cause to believe that evidence will be found in a
specific place within a residence, such as the refrigerator in the kitchen, a warrant
should not authorize a search of the entire residence. Of course, this does put a pre-
mium on police ignorance - the less police know, the broader the search.
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UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT'S APPROACH TO FOURTH AMENDMENT

RIGHTS

My suggested proposal, which allows police to seize on probable
cause without a warrant but not to search, removes pressure on the
warrant issuance system to grant easy warrants and on the police to
find alternative search authority to bypass the warrant requirement.
With the pro-law enforcement pressure to search removed, the
Supreme Court would be free to reevaluate the importance of Fourth
Amendment privacy rights. This is especially true if a balancing type
of reasoning explains, as it surely does, why the pro-law enforcement
value has prevailed over the privacy one. 104 A police seizure authority
changes the balance. Privacy acquires new, or perhaps merely reac-
quires old, weight.

The status of privacy at any time is reflected in available reme-
dies. The famous dictum states that for every legal wrong there
should be a legal remedy; and for every constitutional wrong, a consti-
tutional remedy.105 Even if this statement overstates matters some,
it is beyond cavil to assert that for a violation of a Fourth Amendment
right, there should be a meaningful judicial remedy. That there is no
express remedy for a Fourth Amendment violation in the Constitution
is illustrative only of the fact that the Constitution is silent on reme-
dies and not that a Fourth Amendment wrong is undeserving of a
remedy. If the Fourth Amendment is polished and refurbished into its
rightful place as a premier right, what remedy should be packaged
with it? In the leading case of Weeks v. United States,10 6 the com-
plainant sought and received the return of his property and not
merely exclusion.' 07 Of course, included within "return" was exclu-
sion, which suggests the answer. The best remedy is a re turn of the
property coupled with a prohibition on any governmental use of the

104. In rare instances, one value is so important that it carries the decision without
regard to countervailing considerations. However, in most instances balancing is neces-
sary. At times, this may mean an open-ended consideration of all relevant factors. At
other times, the balancing is limited to certain, specific factors or policies. Clearly, bal-
ancing, whatever the version, is the operative approach relevant to this discussion.
However, a distinction must be drawn, between balancing as the test and balancing to
arrive at the test. As a test, balancing is an ad hoc approach. Balancing on the way to a
test merely recognizes the rarity of absolutes.

105. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 163 (1803). In Marbury, the Court
stated it a little differently, noting that "[tihe very essence of civil liberty certainly con-
sists in the right of every individual to claim the protection of the laws, whenever he
receives an injury. Id. The Court added that "[t]he government of the United States
has been emphatically termed a government of laws, and not of men. It will certainly
cease to deserve this high appellation, if the laws furnish no remedy for the violation of
a vested legal right." Id.

106. 232 U.S. 383 (1914).
107. Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 398 (1914).
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property. In instances where return is not feasible, such as where the
seized property is a dead body or contraband, then the next best rem-
edy is the exclusion of any use. The Court's current reasoning that the
remedies of return and exclusion should only be used when effective as
a police deterrent sacrifices the person's "private" remedy under the
Fourth Amendment on the altar of "public" remedies.' 0 8

CURRENT ExcEPTIONS TO THE WARRANT REQUIREMENT

If the proposal for a warrantless seizure followed by a warranted
search is established, what does this bode for what might be termed
peripheral or secondary searches? One type of search I have in mind
is "situational." A search incident to an arrest and a body frisk of a
person are examples. Neither a warrant nor probable cause is re-
quired. The situations demand for the protection of the police prompt
self-defense type search action. Nothing in this suggested proposal di-
rectly speaks to the situational search, but this proposal does en-
courage a revitalization of Fourth Amendment rights and, therefore, a
reappraisal of existing doctrines. This might produce a wise retrench-
ment of the scope of the situational search. For example, searches in-
cident to arrest that go beyond the person and into "grab" areas should
be contained.

In New York v. Belton,10 9 the extension of the "search incident"
authority of Chimel v. Calfiornia110 in the car context, that allows an
automatic search of the car cabin, goes in the wrong direction. The
Court's conclusion is understandable given its current attitude about
the reduced privacy interest in the automobile. A reversal of attitude
about privacy might produce a reversal in the scope of the search.
Also, a frisk beyond a person's body to include a car, as in Michigan v.
Long,"' is supported by the view that the car is somehow an unwor-
thy privacy receptacle. Before that view is extended to include
container and residence, it should be reversed. After all, to "pat down"
a car, container, or residence will not work anyway. The frisk obvi-
ously is a search.

In addition to situational searches, there are certain "policy"
searches that need to be rethought if Fourth Amendment rights are to
be given renewed vigor. The inventory and the administrative search

108. This means that no "public" remedy such as exclusion based on police deter-
rence should get in the way of a private remedy such as exclusion based on enforcement
of private rights. It is permissible to enhance the private remedy but not detract from
it. See Daniel L. Rotenberg, Private Remedies for Constitutional Wrongs - A Matter of
Perspective, Priority, and Process, 14 HASTINGS CONsT. L.Q. 77 (1986).

109. 453 U.S. 454 (1981).
110. 395 U.S. 752 (1969).
111. 463 U.S. 1032 (1983).
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are both supposed to be non-law enforcement tactics based on non-law
enforcement policies. The inventory search began in the context of po-
lice seizures, specifically impoundments of automobiles. 112 Given the
Court's approach to car searches, it is, again, not surprising that the
Court had little trouble supporting an inventory search of a seized car.
Assuming a privacy upgrade, the fact that impoundment seizures are
not based on probable cause, and that subsequent inventory searches
are not strongly justified, the inventory search is vulnerable. 113 A
search warrant requirement following an impoundment seizure
makes sense. Because by definition seizure precedes search in the in-
ventory setting, the later search could easily be controlled by the war-
rant system. The administrative search as justified in New York v.
Burgeri x4 has gotten out of hand. Even where a warrant is required,
no probable cause is needed to support it and in some instances
neither probable cause nor the diluted warrant is required. What
started as a non-police search and seizure has been expanded to in-
clude police searches without the traditional safeguards. Obviously,
the proposal suggested here insisting on a real warrant with real prob-
able cause and supported by a rebirth of Fourth Amendment rights
cannot sensibly co-exist with the current extended administrative
search.

OBSERVATIONS ON SEIZURE

Because the suggested proposal allows the police to seize without
a warrant where they have probable cause, it is important that this
power is interpreted carefully and is subjected to effective review. The
consent search illustrates one aspect of the problem. Some police de-
partments apparently assume that if an individual consents to a
search, which in most instances is an open-ended grant of authority,
the consent also applies to any seizure. 115 This means the police may
seize anything they want. A more restrictive, and in my view a more
sensible, position would be that although the consent may be broad,

112. See South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364 (1976).
113. Justice Marshall's dissents in both Opperman and later in Colorado v. Bertine

make it clear that the justifications for subsequent inventory searches are both weak
and overbroad. Opperman, 428 U.S. at 389 (Marshall, J., dissenting); Colorado v. Ber-
tine, 479 U.S. 367, 382 (1987) (Marshall, J., dissenting).

114. 482 U.S. 691 (1987).
115. For example, the Chicago Police Department consent form anticipates that the

police will "obtain and remove ... items that may be used in connection with a legiti-
mate law enforcement purpose." Chicago Police Dep't, Consent to Search Form No.
11.483 (Rev. Dec. 1987). The Minneapolis Police Department has allowed, at least as of
1978, the seizure of "any letters, papers, materials or other property that they [the po-
lice] may desire." Minneapolis Police Dep't, Consent to Search Form No. 1011 (Rev.
May 1978).
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any seizure must be based on probable cause. The issue is unresolved
in the courts.

The ancient but fashionable and controversial forfeiture seizure
illustrates another aspect. There are a host of issues concerning cur-
rent forfeiture law and practice. The focus here is on what knowledge
or probability the police must have before they engage in the initial
seizure, and to what must the probable cause or other standard re-
late. 116 The ultimate forfeiture decision may be based on a more cas-
ual relationship between the item forfeited and a crime. For example,
using a connection based on "taint," some might argue that perhaps
the seizure decision may be based on something less than probable
cause. 117 Relevance between seizure and forfeiture exists; and similar
pairs - seizure and search; and seizure (arrest) and detention. Nev-
ertheless, the ultimate decisions concerning forfeiture, search, and de-
tention do not automatically resolve the validity of the earlier
seizures. The issues are separate.

For example, a Gersteinl" 8 determination that there is probable
cause to hold an arrestee for trial does not answer the question
whether the earlier warrantless arrest was valid. Similarly, that a
magistrate finds there is probable cause to search an item seized does
not answer the question whether the police warrantless seizure was
valid. In both illustrations, independent and validly acquired evi-
dence obtained after the initial seizure could provide the needed prob-
able cause for detention in the one case and search in the other.

If, however, the initial seizure was illegal, that illegal act has its
own consequences. For example, a confession obtained after an illegal
arrest and before a legal detention might be inadmissible as an illegal
fruit of the arrest, so a valid search might be tainted by an earlier
invalid seizure. In both the arrest-detention situation under Gerstein
and the seizure-search situation under this suggested proposal, the
magistrate at an ex parte hearing decides the propriety of the deten-
tion and the search, but the questions concerning the validity and con-
sequences of the arrest and the seizure are answered at the adversary
hearing on the motion to suppress.

Finally, the United States Supreme Court has reminded us that
the privacy interest of the Fourth Amendment that is protected from

116. United States v. Pappas, 613 F.2d 324 (1st Cir. 1980) (recognizing and discuss-
ing this problem).

117. Under the federal civil drug forfeiture statute, how close a relationship must
there be between the item seized and the drug activity? The federal circuits are split on
the answer with some requiring a "substantial connection" and some not. See James B.
Speta, Narrowing the Scope of Civil Drug Forfeiture: Section 881, Substantial Connec-
tion and the Eighth Amendment, 89 MICH. L. REv. 165, 167 (1990).

118. Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 U.S. 103 (1975).
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unreasonable governmental searches is not the only right given in the
Amendment. 119 The right to possession that is protected from unrea-
sonable governmental seizures is also present. 120 The point is that
careful decision-making must be applied, not only to the warranted
search, but to the warrantless seizure as well. 12 1

119. See Boyd v. United States, 116 U.S. 616, 630 (1885) (stating that li]t is not the
breaking of his doors, and the rummaging of his drawers, that constitutes the essence of
the offense; but it is the invasion of his indefeasible right of personal security, personal
liberty and private property").

120. In Segura v. United States, 468 U.S. 796 (1984) the majority acknowledged the
possessory interest protected by the Fourth Amendment. Id. at 813. Justice Stevens for
the four dissenters was more explicit, stating that "[a] 'seizure' occurs when there is
some meaningful interference with an individual's possessory interests. There can be
no doubt here that petitioners' possessory interests with respect to their apartment
were subject to meaningful governmental interference." Id. at 822 (Stevens, J., dissent-
ing). Justice Stevens concluded that "[tihis seizure [of the apartment] was constitution-
ally unreasonable." Id. at 823.

121. The Supreme Court carefully reviewed the warrantless, supposed plain view
seizure in Arizona v. Hicks and found it invalid because the police lacked probable
cause. Arizona v. Hicks, 480 U.S. 321, 326-27 (1987). For the same reason, a cursory
search that led to probable cause was faulty.
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